95bFM – The Originator

bCasts, audio on demand from selected shows

The Wire

The Importance Of Humiliation

MP3, 13m02s, 3MB, first broadcast 23 august 2011

Dr Evelin Lindner is the founding president of the Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies Network, and is talking at a conference in Otago at the end of the month. She talks with Will Pollard to explain the role humiliation plays in driving global conflicts, and why understanding humiliation can help us to transcend cycles of violence...

< Back to The Wire

bNews Volunteers

If you've got important news, send an email to the News & Ed Director. The 95bFM News team will digest and redistribute it, enabling us to broadcast it to the world.

95bFM wants you...

Talented? Frustrated? If you are serious about news and smart enough to prove it, 95bFM wants to give you a reason for living.

We’re looking for the right sorts for backdoor news gathering, current affairs producing and on-air reporting as part of 95bFM’s volunteer editorial team.

Prior experience is not a prerequisite – full training will be provided if you look like you can use it. A minimum time commitment will be required of all trainees.

Please contact our News and Editorial Director on 09 309 4831 to obtain an application form.